Cavalry:
   1st Dragoon Guards
   3rd Dragoon Guards
   Total 1,081
Embarked 8/1/1901, 15/1/1901 and 21/1/1901
Arrived 1/2/1901, 12/2/1901 and 10/2/1901

Mounted Infantry:
   31 Companies from Home (9 partly militia) 3,784
   4 Companies from Malta (partly Militia) 386
   2 Companies from Egypt 294
   Total 4,464
Embarked between 2/1901 and 30/9/1901
Arrived between 26/1/1901 and 25/10/1901

Engineers:
   46th Company RE
   Total 207
Embarked 5/3/1901
Arrived 29/3/1901

R.A.M.C.:
   21st General Hospital
   23rd Bearer Company
   25th Field Hospital
   Total 193
Embarked between 2/1/1901 and 30/9/1901
Arrived between 26/1/1901 and 25/10/1901

Total 5,945 including support troops
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